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I thank Janet Teunis, Lorain Smalligan, and LowellArts for inviting me to jury this 2022 West Michigan Art 
Competition. It was an honor and privilege to see the spectrum of talent. 
 
The submissions were abundantly conceptual and creative. The many strong works made the selection 
process challenging. I started by reviewing every submission without selection to let all of the work percolate 
in my mind. This helped set a tone for the exhibit. 
 
I returned to identify which submissions showed attention to messaging, skill, and technique– choosing the 
most complete and competently expressed work. Following this first additive phase, I next engaged in a 
second subtractive phase to make more concrete decisions about media, message, and confident 
craftsmanship. The second tier of work proved to be the most daunting phase. 
 
This was a very competitive exhibit to jury. Without overlooking the concept and the techniques, I juried to 
balance media, practice, and material. In selecting awards, I sought layers of meaning and process– spending 
time with the works that piqued the most curiosity. 
 
Without artist’s statements, I juried for what I could see and read: visual art and its corresponding title. This 
made sense for two essential reasons: It’s an exhibit of visual art and vision forms human memory and 
meaning. Titles also helped me consider the message. I was glad to see most artists had formed well-reasoned 
pricing structures for the amount of implied time they put into their work. We must not overlook that artists 
wear white collars at receptions and blue collars in production. Producing art is physical and manual 
labor– made nonetheless easier by Covid.  I encourage visitors to buy the work!  
 
Seeing the work on site helped me appreciate the reproduction skills artists employed to photographically 
represent their work in a digital jurying space. Thus, I could grasp both scale and physical size. It also served to 
reinforce the translation of my jurying convictions from a virtual to physically dimensional and sentient gallery 
space. While representational art is evident, I was equally pleased to see conceptual, abstract, and/or 
narrative entries. Topics from social justice to personal metaphor to humor to modest abstraction are all 
evident. I also appreciated seeing non-traditional use of process and material that variably reflected a 
panoptic awareness of culture and civilization. 
 
I would be remiss to overlook the global impact of art on humanity. At the time of this writing my professional 
and personal life are immersed in Eastern Europe– vascularized with 30 years of creative activity in Ukraine, 
Czechia, and elsewhere. I have donated proceeds of this work to benefit my studio art peers in Kharkiv and 
Kyiv. They fight for their future because they are invaded by their past. My own portfolio of photographs 
currently rests in Ukraine– somewhere. Artists I know have temporarily exchanged cameras for weapons while 
others endeavor to make art about or telegraph their lived experience in real time. They fight and create for 
the future– ours and theirs.  
 
I hope visitors enjoy the show as much as I enjoyed jurying the exhibition. It was a very stimulating and 
enlightening process.  
 
– Bill Davis, MFA     (Kalamazoo, Michigan – USA)     8 March 2022 


